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1. In your opinion, what are the greatest cybersecurity threats posed by our State and non-State
adversaries today, and what changes are needed at the federal level to better prepare
America to confront those threats?

Thank you for the question Chairwoman Maloney. As you know, for the better part of a
decade, and certainly more so in recent years, our nation has been involved in a consistent and
ongoing series of conflicts in cyberspace. This state of affairs—whether we call it a war or not
(and I believe that we are, in fact, at war in the cyber domain)—has undoubtedly had a huge
impact on our nation and its allies. For example, it is estimated that the cyber-enabled economic
warfare conducted by China—primarily focused on the U.S. private sector—drains private
companies of billions of dollars a year, with total damage estimates running well into the trillions
of dollars.2 Likewise, we’ve seen the significant threat that both nation-state and criminal actors
can pose to key critical infrastructure entities, including those in the financial services,
healthcare, and energy sectors, as well as in the government.3
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One of the key challenges that our nation faces is the core way in which we think about
defending the nation in the cyber domain. Historically, our approach to national-level threats,
particularly those brought to bear upon us by foreign nation-states, is that the federal government
will confront these threats.4 And yet today, this historic expectation is flipped on its head. In the
modern environment, we expect every company in United States to defend itself against attacks
of all size and scope, whether conducted by a nation-state, criminal group, or individual actor.5
However, there is little question that the government does not provide an effective,
comprehensive defense of the nation today. While we have established U.S. Cyber Command,
and provided it with some amount resources, we have not provided it with anywhere near the
kind of resources or authorities it would take to truly defend the nation, as a whole, in
cyberspace. If the nation expects U.S. Cyber Command—or any other entity within the
government—to fully take on such a responsibility, the President and Congress have an
obligation, working together, to provide it with appropriate resources and authorities to do so.
Of course, one of the critical challenges for our political branches in doing so, is that there may
not be a consensus today in our nation on what role the government ought have, if any, in
defending our overall national cyber infrastructure. Specifically, while there is little question
that the government ought defend itself in the cyber domain, there does not yet appear to be
agreement—or really even the national conversation necessary to reach agreement—on whether
the government ought put in place the intelligence collection and defensive capabilities necessary
to protect the whole of the nation in cyberspace, nor even just critical infrastructure sectors.
Likewise, to the extent that we expect the government to take action to deter threat actors
in cyberspace, we must provide organizations like U.S. Cyber Command with additional
authorities and resources to do so. Congress took strong action to do so in the FY 2019 National
Defense Authorization Act6 alongside reported action by the President in National Security
Presidential Memorandum 13.7 These are important initial steps and have permitted the
Department of Defense to “defend forward” and conduct “persistent engagement” abroad, but
our nation certainly can and should do more. First, we must encourage and fund more forwardleaning efforts by the government to overtly impose substantive costs on our cyber adversaries
for their malign actions in cyberspace. It is only through such clear, public, and attributable
action can we possibly expect to effectuate real deterrence in the cyber area.8
Second, we must recognize that the current state of affairs leaves the private sector,
including those organizations critical to the functioning of our nation and its economy, extremely
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vulnerable both to nation-state threats, as well as advanced criminal actors, who increasingly
have nation-state like capabilities. Given our nation’s reliance on cyber-enabled systems to
function daily, as well as the fundamentally innovation-focused nature of our new economy, the
government must take action to support private sector defensive efforts. Specifically, as the
Cyberspace Solarium Commission has recommended, we must work to establish true collective
defense in cyberspace.9 One key step the government ought take immediately in line with this
effort would be to begin using our national intelligence collection capabilities to obtain and share
with industry actionable cyber threat intelligence about foreign efforts directed at the U.S.
private sector.10 This will require providing significantly more high-level security clearances to
organizations and individuals in the private sector, an effort we should ramp up quickly.11
Finally, the government must not stop at information sharing and creating shared situational
awareness, but should take the next step and actively collaborate with the private sector,
particularly critical infrastructure entities, to better protect them from significant foreign cyber
threats.12
2. H.R. 7331 would enable the National Cyber Director to engage internationally on
cybersecurity coordination, specifically by participating in international meetings or
conferences on cybersecurity.
a. What agencies, departments, and officials currently represent the U.S. at such
events?
Currently, the United States is represented at such events by a wide range of primary
action agencies, including but not limited to: the Department of State’s Office of the Coordinator
for Cyber Issues; the Department of Homeland Security’s Cybersecurity and Infrastructure
Security Agency (CISA); the Department of Defense’s U.S. Cyber Command
(USCYBERCOM), National Security Agency (NSA), and the Office of the Deputy Assistant
Secretary of Defense for Cyber Policy; the Department of Justice’s National Security Division
(NSD) and Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI); and the Office of the Director of National
Intelligence (ODNI), to name just a few.
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b. Do you think sending a National Cyber Director to these events on behalf of the
United States would be more effective at conveying a cohesive, whole-of-government
approach to cybersecurity to our allies and partners?
Given the wide range of agencies that play a role in the government’s offensive and
defensive cybersecurity missions, there is every reason to believe that strong, centralized policy
leadership in the White House will help accomplish certain cybersecurity goals more quickly
than without such a strategic position. Coordination is critical if the government is to achieve
unity of any effort. At the same time, there is significant expertise across various parts of the
government, including, in particular, at the Department of State when it comes to international
relationships in the cyber area. Given this fact, focusing, by statute, the representation of the
United States in a single White House official and requiring them to be Senate confirmed, may
be unwise. It may be more useful to provide the President with the necessary authority to create
such an office and responsibility if he or she chooses to do so, as well as the flexibility to assign
certain responsibilities, including lead authority, to another agency, whether that be the State
Department or elsewhere.
3. Do you think establishing a National Cyber Director would signal the seriousness with which
we confront the cyber threat to our allies and partners, as well as our adversaries?
Certainly having a key strategic leader that is well-respected in government and industry and
has substantive coordinating (and perhaps, where appropriate, directive) authority at the White
House could help signal the seriousness with which we confront cyber threats from our
adversaries. At the same time, it is not clear that Senate confirmation of such a position or a
massive staff is necessary to establishing such strategic leadership within the White House
Office. Indeed, given the likely resistance of any White House to such an effort, creating such a
position in statute could potentially have the opposite effect with the President simply choosing
not to nominate someone for that position.
4. Are there any benefits to our national security to not having a statutorily empowered central
authority coordinating our nation’s whole-of-government cybersecurity operations in the
Executive Office of the President?
There are a number of reasons that Congress may wish to proceed with caution in
considering whether it ought statutorily create a new position in the Executive Office of the
President, particularly one that is Senate-confirmed, and which may have a significantly large
staff and expenditures. First, because of the President’s constitutionally assigned role as
Commander-in-Chief, Congress has historically seen fit to leave the designation and appointment
of senior national security officials in the White House to the sole discretion of the President.
This is true from the most senior levels, including the Assistant to the President for National
Security Affairs all the way to lower level policy advising staff.
While it is true that a small handful White House officials with responsibilities related to
national security are Senate-confirmed and have significantly-sized staff, including the Director
of the Office of Management and Budget and the United States Trade Representative, this is
generally the exception to the rule, and there are far more core-national security focused leaders
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that are appointed by the President at his or her sole discretion. Given the critical national
security importance of cybersecurity matters, it may make sense to leave this authority with the
principal constitutionally-assigned official, in this case, the President of the United States and
permit such an official to report to the President either directly or through the National Security
Advisor, as the President sees fit. Such an allocation of authority would reflect historical
understandings and would avoid the creation of significant tension between the President and
Congress, as well as the potential for mission-creep associated with a large leadership staff
footprint inside the White House.
5. In the hearing, you stated:
“...Today in our country, we expect [large companies and small businesses alike] to defend
themselves against nation-states like Russia, China, Iran, [and] North Korea that have
virtually unlimited human and monetary resources to throw at this problem. It's an
unwinnable battle. We've got to get those companies to come together with one another to
create a collective defense structure with multiple industries working with one another, and
the Government, frankly, takes all this intelligence it collects and provides it back to industry
in an actual form to help them defend themselves. If we're going to put them on the front
lines, we owe them better, and we're not doing that right now.”
a. Can you provide additional detail on this idea? Should this “collective defense
structure” be set up by the federal government, and if so, what form should it take?
There are two principal ways in which collective defense might effectively work and
where Congress could help move the ball forward. First, there is collective defense that takes
place purely within the private sector. That is, a defense structure in which companies are
sharing threat intelligence at speed and scale with one another both within and across industries
and also collaborating in real-time over that threat data. In this space, there are certain things
that Congress might do to build on the important work it did in passing the Cybersecurity
Information Sharing Act of 2015 (CISA 2015).13 First, Congress might clear out some of the
additional legal barriers to sharing that it had identified during consideration of CISA 2015 and
its predecessor legislation, the Cybersecurity Information Sharing and Protection Act of 2012
(CISPA) but which didn’t make the final cut.14 Specifically, Congress might consider expanding
the liability protection offered for cyber threat information sharing beyond just the act of sharing
itself to the decisions made by companies in receipt of shared information.15 Such an expansion
could serve—perhaps alongside other financial measures, like tax credits for investments in
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cybersecurity information sharing and collaboration effort—to incentivize more robust privateto-private sharing.16
Second, there is collective defense that takes place between the government and the
private sector. As noted above, this where the government makes an active effort to collect
actionable threat intelligence on threats aimed at the private sector, shares that intelligence at
speed and scale with the private sector, collaborates in real-time with the private sector over such
threat data, and takes action to deter further activities by threat actors, in particular other nationstates. In this portion of the collective defense framework, industry also has a critical role to
play, sharing information about threats it is seeing likewise at speed and scale with the
government, potentially on a fully anonymized basis. In order to help encourage such sharing,
beyond the measures described above for private-to-private sharing which would also promote
bidirectional public-to-government sharing, the government might also consider additional
measures to promote the latter efforts. Specifically, the government could: (1) bar the use of any
information shared by the private sector for any regulatory purposes;17 (2) shift the burden of
minimization away from private actors to the government as it does in other contexts;18 and (3)
certify additional routes for sharing with the government other than the single route authorized in
the text of CISA 2015.19
In addition, Congress could consider taking up and implementing key recommendations
made by the Commission related to collective defense, threat intelligence sharing, and
operationalizing cyber collaboration between the public and private sectors, including but not
limited to the recommendations that Congress should: (1) establish and fund a joint collaborative
environment to share and fuse threat intelligence both within the federal government and
between the public and private sectors;20 (2) establish a joint public-private cyber planning (and
operational) organization;21 (3) institutionalize the role of the Department of Defense in publicprivate defensive efforts and ensure collaboration between DOD and the information and
communications technology sector;22 (4) strengthen the government’s integrated public-private
cyber sharing programs;23 and (5) as needed, clarify authorities related to government
intelligence support for the private sector and ensure that such support meets private sector needs
and priorities.24
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b. How should existing federal agencies fit into this structure, and what new authorities
or entities are needed to make it successful?
As a general matter, large policy decisions on national-level cybersecurity should flow
through the normal national security decision making process, including at the highest level
through the National Security Council at the White House. At the same time, key operational
authority can and should be delegated down as far as reasonably feasible, including to key
operations leaders withing DOD, NSA, U.S. Cyber Command, and DHS CISA, to name a few.
Consideration and implementation of the policy recommendations provided above
regarding potential modifications to the authorities provided in CISA 2015, as well as the
recommendations of the Cyberspace Solarium Commission described above, would be a strong
next step in provide the necessary authorities and direction to federal agencies and other
organizations playing key roles in national-level cyber defense.
c. Should this be included in the National Cyber Strategy required by H.R. 7331?
Absolutely, the concept of collective defense and steps to operationalize it, including but
not limited to those described above should be included in the Strategy required by H.R. 7331.
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Responses for Ranking Member James Comer (R-KY)
July 15, 2020, Hearing: “U.S. Cybersecurity Preparedness and H.R. 7331, the National Cyber
Director Act.”

1. Is a Homeland Security Advisor in the White House, tasked by Executive Order 13800,
Strengthening the Cybersecurity of Federal Networks and Critical Infrastructure, with
reporting to the President directly on an assessment of cyber readiness, capable of operating
as the primary voice to the President on cybersecurity matters?
a. Could a president restructure this position to do what is envisioned by an NCD?
Thank you for the question, Ranking Member Comer. The answer to your question is
yes. The President has plenary authority to restructure any position created by an
Executive Order and could do so here to ensure that the Homeland Security Advisor
has the relevant authority to undertake much, if not all, of the responsibilities that
Congress is contemplating providing to the National Cyber Director (NCD). It is this
very flexibility that Congress should consider working to preserve to the extent that it
seeks to legislate in this area. Specifically, even if Congress chooses to codify an
NCD, it could provide the President with the authority to add additional
responsibilities to the NCD, as well as to delegate the NCD’s statutory authorities to
others.
b. What authorities would the Cyber Director have over intelligence community and
Defense Department led offensive and incident response activities? Would the NCD
office be a peer coordinating entity or would it have any actual ability to influence
the activities of the nation’s intelligence and defense functions?
While the Cyberspace Solarium Commission’s Report indicates that the NCD “would
not direct or manage day-to-day cybersecurity policy or the operations of any one
federal agency, but instead will be responsible for the integration of cybersecurity
policy and operations across the executive branch,”25 the proposed statute, including
H.R. 7331, is less clear. Specifically, H.R. 7331 provides that the NCD would “lead
joint interagency planning for the Federal Government’s integrated response to
cyberattacks and cyber campaigns of significant consequence,” including
“coordinating with relevant Federal departments and agencies in the development of,
for the approval of the President, joint, integrated operational plans…for incident
response that feature…support for the integration…with offensive cyber plans and
capabilities…and updating these operational plans…as needed in coordination with
ongoing offensive cyber plans and operations.”26 In addition, H.R. 7331 provides that
25
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the NCD would “direct the Federal Government’s response to cyberattacks and cyber
campaigns of significant consequence, to include…developing for the approval of the
President….operational priorities, requirements, and tasks.”27
These provisions, as written, have the potential to hamper offensive, defensive, and
incident response operations of the Defense Department and Intelligence Community
that, by their very nature, must be agile and flexible. Congress, of course, can choose
to codify such responsibilities but ought be cautious to ensure that the President has
the ability to carry out operations consistent with his or her constitutionally
authorized role as Commander-in-Chief. This includes the ability to hold operational
planning and execution authorities in the White House with a Presidentiallyappointed official or to delegate those authorities as far down the line as the President
determines is appropriate to ensure operation flexibility and success while
maintaining appropriate supervision and oversight.
2. The National Security Council (NSC) has traditionally operated as the hub for coordinating
the nation’s cybersecurity response. Should Congress instead be supporting the NSC in this
mission rather than splintering the authorities of the NSC yet again, following removal of
various mission areas like drug coordination and trade coordination from its ambit?
Yes. Congress should support the role of the National Security Council as the primary hub
for the coordination of cybersecurity response from a policy perspective. Operational
decisions, as a general matter, should be delegated to the relevant operational components
with specific operations being elevated to the NSC process in appropriate circumstances,
including but not limited to when such operations raise novel policy or legal questions or
when there is expected to be significant national security or foreign policy consequences to a
given operation.
3. President Trump recently signed an executive order declaring foreign threats to the nation’s
energy infrastructure a national emergency. Under the executive order, the Secretary of
Energy will lead a task force to ensure that power systems are protected against foreign
intrusion and attack. The Secretary of Defense, Secretary of Homeland Security and the
Director of National Intelligence will also be members of the task force.
a. Is this task force model potentially a better way of dealing with sector-specific cyber
threats rather than a specified individual who is expected to handle such a diverse
range of cyber threats?
Certainly a task force like the one established by the President to address energy
sector threats is a reasonable approach to handle a sector-specific set of cyber threats
confronting the nation, particularly given that it is likely to be focused on some key
operational decisions to best protect the energy critical infrastructure systems and
given that it involves the participation of nearly all of the key agencies. Likewise,
27
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assigning a single individual to handle all manner of cyber threats at an operational
level from the White House may present a significant challenge given the diverse
range of threats as well ensuring appropriate operational direction to as the various
organizations involved. That being said, there is a significant benefit to policy
coordination and direction from the White House, and at times in specific
circumstances, even operational leadership from the top. As a result, having a strong,
well-qualified individual in a senior position in the White House office to handle such
cyber related issues is critical. Such a position could provide the necessary leadership
to guide the operational activities contemplated by future task forces that parallel the
energy infrastructure task force.
b. What other federal agencies would need a seat at such a task force and why?
The agencies covered by the Executive Order, which include the Departments of
Defense, Homeland Security, Commerce, Interior, and the Office of the Director of
National Intelligence and the Office of Management and Budget, are all relevant to
this effort.28 Other agencies that ought be considered for inclusion are the
Departments of Justice, Treasury, and State, given their particularly important roles in
national-level cybersecurity matters.
4. The Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act (FISA) authorizes DOJ to seek orders to surveil
individuals acting as agents of foreign powers.
a. Is FISA a tool for investigating foreign cyber intrusions?
Yes. Given the role that foreign powers, including nation-states, play in threating our
public and private systems in cyberspace, including critical infrastructure, the Foreign
Intelligence Surveillance Act of 1978, as amended (FISA), can and does play a critically
important role in investigating foreign cyber intrusions and more.
Keeping FISA vibrant and strong protects our nation and its people in myriad ways,
including by obtaining highly valuable intelligence against some of the most important
threats to American national security, including those related to terrorism, cyber attacks,
foreign spying, and our broader national security and foreign policy priorities.
Having served in the Justice Department’s National Security Division during the Bush
Administration, and having worked on high priority intelligence collection matters before
the FISA, including those related to terrorism and cyber threats, I can assure the members
of the Committee that there are few more important intelligence collection authorities for
our national security than those provided in FISA.
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b. Are there gaps in FISA which, if filled, would assist investigators and prosecutors in
combatting foreign cyber-attacks?
Yes. The continuing expiration of key portions of FISA, as amended to better protect our
nation and its citizens in the aftermath of the September 11, 2001 terrorist attacks,
presents a significant, ongoing danger to our nation. The authorities that are no longer
available to the federal government, including the roving wiretap authority, are important
not only to counterterrorism matters but also to certain cyber investigations as well.
Leaving these authorities expired for even one week—and it has now been many, many
months—makes our nation significantly less safe, as it requires federal national security
officials to rely on existing authorizations that may be inflexible and will eventually be
unusable, as well as to rely on laws as they existed before the September 11 attacks.
In my view, leaving these provisions expired is unconscionable and puts the nation and
our people at significant risk, including with respect to certain threats in the cyber arena.
Congress should consider taking action to reauthorize these authorities as soon as
possible.
In addition, other modifications to FISA might be made to clarify the authorities of the
government to collect and rapidly disseminate actionable threat intelligence, including
highly classified information, as appropriate, to key parts of the private sector, including
critical infrastructure organizations and those that support them.
5. Why shouldn’t we take more time to study this matter and further evaluate the need for
creation of a new office, something the Senate companion legislation ponders?
Certainly Congress could take more time to study the question whether a National Cyber
Director is needed in the White House Office and, if so, whether that position must be Senateconfirmed and have scores of staff assigned to it. At the same time, there is certainly value in
strong, centralized policy leadership in the White House that can help accomplish certain
cybersecurity goals. This can be achieved through direct Presidential appointments, as has
historically been the case for the White House Office, or Congress could choose to play or more
directive role, whether now or after further consideration. Of course, if and when Congress does
choose to act, Congress could consider whether requiring Senate confirmation is a critical core
component or whether it is more important to provide a future President with flexibility to
restructure the role as needed to address a rapidly evolving cybersecurity environment. The
Committee may also wish to consider whether it is important to ensure that the staff component
of any such office is kept to a fiscally prudent size.
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